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moving stairWays or sidewalks that is characterized in that 
it comprises in addition to its cleaning head (7) an off-set 
support leg (13). The cleaning device is further provided 
With a gripper, guide, steering and/or control device (3) that 
comes to rest above the support (16) of the support leg (13), 
and/or the cleaning head can be sWiveled by 180° With 
respect to its operative position and/or the cleaning device is 
further provided With a strip-shaped broom device (41) that 
has the function of a sealing strip for a suction strip (23). 
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MOVING STAIRWAY OR SIDEWAY CLEANING 
DEVICE 

[0001] The invention relates to a moving stairway and 
moving WalkWay cleaning appliance according to the pre 
amble of claim 1. 

[0002] Moving WalkWays are frequently used in airports in 
order to convey passengers over relatively large distances on 
a single level or in a gently sloping manner from one story 
to the next. 

[0003] HoWever, the cleaning of such moving WalkWays, 
but in particular also the cleaning of moving stairWays, gives 
rise to extremely difficult problems. 

[0004] For example, the moving stairWays, but also the 
moving WalkWays, of different manufacturers are distin 
guished by different Web and groove Widths, the dirt, of 
course, collecting in particular in the grooves of the ribbed 
moving ?oor panels. In addition, the groove depths also 
differ betWeen the various manufacturers. 

[0005] A proposal has thus already been made for a 
cleaning appliance for moving stairWays and moving Walk 
Ways Which, in particular in the case of a moving stairWay, 
is moved in onto the starting region or end region, at Which 
the moving-stairWay elements, While on the move, still run 
out horiZontally. In this situation, the appliance remains 
?xed, that is to say it is still supported on the ?oor in a 
standing position in front of the actual moving stairWay, the 
moving stairWay being cleaned by means of the cleaning and 
treatment head as it moves beneath the latter. 

[0006] If the appliance is to be used for cleaning a moving 
stairWay or a moving WalkWay of a different manufacturer, 
then it is necessary to exchange adapter strips, Which are 
provided With projecting ?ngers Which are adapted to the 
groove and Web Width and/or groove depth of the moving 
stairWay elements of the relevant manufacturer. This is 
because it is necessary, during the cleaning operation, to 
ensure, by virtue of such elements engaging in the grooves 
of the moving-stairWay elements, that, during the suction 
removal operation, an appropriate negative pressure is pro 
duced in order for it to be possible for the dirt actually to be 
sucked out of the channels and grooves. 

[0007] The object of the present invention, in contrast, is 
to provide an improved moving stairWay and moving Walk 
Way cleaning appliance. 

[0008] The object is achieved according to the invention in 
accordance With the features speci?ed in claims 1, 8, 12 and 
15. 

[0009] Advantageous con?gurations of the invention are 
speci?ed in the subclaims. 

[0010] The cleaning appliance according to the invention 
has numerous surprising features Which are completely 
novel in relation to the prior art of the art and even on their 
oWn, but in particular in combination, provide considerable 
improvements during the cleaning operation. 

[0011] The cleaning appliance according to the invention 
is distinguished ?rst of all in that it has a supporting foot 
Which is offset in relation to the cleaning head, With the 
result that, via said supporting foot, the cleaning head of the 
cleaning appliance can be raised or loWered by virtue of 
pressure being exerted on a handle. By virtue of this 
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con?guration, the cleaning appliance according to the inven 
tion is designed such that it can “Walk” from step to step of 
a moving stairWay. 

[0012] In an alternative or supplementary embodiment, 
the cleaning appliance is also distinguished by a particular 
brush strips, Which make is possible, irrespective of the 
manufacturer-speci?c pro?le on the moving-stairWay or 
moving-WalkWay elements, to produce a sealing function in 
order to maintain a de?ned suction stream. 

[0013] It appears to be particularly advantageous, in an 
alternative and/or supplementary con?guration of the inven 
tion, that the cleaning appliance according to the invention 
can be used to clean not just the horiZontal standing surfaces 
of the moving-stairWay elements, but likeWise also the 
essentially vertically oriented end sides of the moving 
stairWay elements as far as the next tread surface. For this 
purpose, it is provided according to the invention that the 
cleaning head can be rotated through 180°, as a result of 
Which the suction strip and the brush strips provided accord 
ing to the invention end up located in each case on the other 
side of the rotating cleaning elements. This makes it possible 
to realiZe an optimum suction and cleaning effect. 

[0014] The advantages of the appliance according to the 
invention and of the individual practical variants of the 
appliance Which are possible may be summariZed as fol 
loWs: 

[0015] Particularly arranged brush strips, Which 
make it possible, irrespective of the pro?le of the 
individual moving-stairWay manufacturers, to pro 
duce a sealing function and thus form a de?ned 
suction stream. 

[0016] The suction noZZle and covering of the rotat 
ing roller brush are con?gured by Way of particular 
kinematics such that, irrespective of step heights or 
length of the tread surface or of the essentially 
vertically extending end side of a step, they are 
alWays adapted precisely. 

[0017] Con?guration of the support, Which alloWs a 
quick and straightforWard ascent and descent on the 
moving stairWay and lateral displacement, all this 
With only a loW level of force being applied. 

[0018] The advantages in relation to the systems knoWn 
from the prior art may be summariZed here as folloWs: 

[0019] Treatment of moving WalkWays (rolling con 
veyors) and moving stairWays. More or less 100% of 
the tread and end sides are covered. 

[0020] Individual treatment of each of the steps 
depending on the degree of soiling (important since 
there are usually very marked differences in the 
degree to Which the individual steps are soiled. 

[0021] StraightforWard loW-maintenance construc 
tion; ease of servicing by virtue of good accessibility. 

[0022] In addition to the advantages resulting from 
the steam cleaning (better detachment of the dirt as 
a result of high temperatures; there is also no risk of 
too much liquid penetrating into the moving stairWay 
and thus causing damage. 
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[0023] Small lightweight unit; no transporting prob 
lems. LoW cost. 

[0024] A preferred embodiment of the appliance accord 
ing to the invention may brie?y be described as follows: 

[0025] The cleaning appliance according to the invention 
is a hand-guided appliance for cleaning moving stairWays 
and moving Walkways. A so-called shaft presses doWn via a 
support, With rollers, on the tread surfaces of the objects 
Which are to be cleaned, in order thus to make a rocking 
movement possible. Located at the top end is a height- and 
angle-adjustable steering unit, from Which the unit is guided, 
the supply of steam is regulated and the drive motor is 
controlled. Located, on a shaft, at the end resting on the ?oor 
are tWo rotating roller brushes Which, With steam being 
supplied, conveys the dirt from the grooves of the steps to 
the noZZles located behind the roller brushes as seen in the 
direction of rotation. The direction of rotation of the roller 
brushes is selected such that the dirt detached is conveyed 
aWay from the sensitive open edge (Which is produced, in 
the case of moving stairWays, betWeen the individual steps 
Which can be moved in relation to one another). Via these 
noZZles, the dirt is removed by suction through a hose into 
a “suction-type steam cleaner”. 

[0026] Actuation of a hand lever Which can be reached 
from the steering unit makes it possible to pivot the unit, 
Which is mounted on a central tube, through 180°, in order 
thus to be ready for use for the “end surfaces” of the 
stairWay. There is also once again the need here, then, for the 
dirt not to pass into the open edges. 

[0027] The operation alloWed by the novel solution of the 
cleaning appliance according to the invention may be 
described in a preferred embodiment as folloWs: 

[0028] Once the cleaning appliance according to the 
invention has been plugged to the mains voltage and the 
steam-supply means and Waste-air hose have been plugged 
on, the cleaning appliance is moved very easily from 
beneath onto the stationary moving stairWay, Where the ?rst 
step is dealt With. The roller brushes is set doWn in the 
vicinity of the side Walls and sWitched on, and cleaning takes 
place by the virtue of the unit being pulled back and forWard. 
In addition to the small rollers ?tted in the longitudinal 
direction of the machine, lateral-displacement rollers are 
also ?tted. By virtue of the cleaning appliance being tilted 
rearWard, these come into engagement and the unit can thus 
be shifted laterally in order to treat the surfaces Which have 
not yet been cleaned. 

[0029] It is recommended, then, ?rst of all to clean all the 
tread surfaces of the stairWay (from bottom to top) and only 
then all the end surfaces (from top to bottom). 

[0030] For this purpose, then, the cleaning appliance is 
pivoted doWnWard, by the steering unit, to a pronounced 
extent and pushed forWard in order thus to pass onto the next 
step and to clean further. The ascending movement Will be 
limited after approximately 12-15 steps since the hose and 
cable lengths predetermine the radius of action. In order then 
to clean the end surfaces and descend to the starting point 
again, a lever, Which can be reached from the steering unit, 
is then used to pivot the entire cleaning head through 180° 
in order then to “descend” again step by step. The moving 
stairWay is then moved on by the cleaned region, With the 
result that the next 12-15 steps can be reached. 
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[0031] The invention is explained in more detail herein 
beloW With reference to exemplary embodiments, in Which, 
speci?cally: 
[0032] FIG. 1 shoWs a schematic side vieW of the cleaning 
appliance according to the invention; 

[0033] FIG. 2 shoWs an enlarged lateral illustration, in 
detail form, of the cleaning appliance according to the 
invention (With the same modi?cations in relation to the 
exemplary embodiment according to FIG. 1); 

[0034] FIG. 3 shoWs a front vieW of the cleaning appli 
ance according to the invention; 

[0035] FIG. 4 shoWs an enlarged illustration, in detail 
form, of a front vieW of the cleaning head; 

[0036] FIG. 5 shoWs a schematic perspective illustration 
of the cleaning head; 

[0037] FIG. 6 shoWs a lateral illustration of the cleaning 
appliance according to the invention during use on a moving 
stairWay as the tread surface of a moving-stairWay element 
is cleaned; 

[0038] FIG. 7 shoWs a corresponding illustration at the 
beginning of the operation of cleaning the forWardly ori 
ented, essentially vertically rising end Wall of the next 
moving-stairWay element up; 

[0039] FIG. 7a shoWs an enlarged illustration, in detail 
form, of the exemplary embodiment according to FIG. 7; 

[0040] FIG. 8 shoWs an illustration, corresponding to 
FIG. 7, during the cleaning operation just before the top 
tread surface of the next moving-stairWay element is 
reached; and 

[0041] FIG. 8a shoWs an enlarged illustration, in detail 
form, of the exemplary embodiment according to FIG. 8. 

[0042] Reference Will be made hereinbeloW to FIGS. 1 to 
4, Which Will be used to explain the basic construction of the 
cleaning appliance. 
[0043] The cleaning appliance comprises a so-called shaft 
1 With a handle 3, Which is also referred to hereinbeloW as 
a guiding and/or actuating device 5. 

[0044] As can be seen from the lateral illustration accord 
ing to FIG. 1 in particular, the cleaning appliance also 
comprises a cleaning head 7, Which is located at the bottom 
and, in the exemplary embodiment shoWn, has a roller-brush 
device 9 Which rotates about a horiZontal axis and, in the 
exemplary embodiment shoWn, comprises tWo roller 
brushes 9‘ seated one beside the other in axial extension of 
one another. 

[0045] Accommodated above the actual cleaning head 7 
are further operating devices and subassemblies 11, for 
example a motor for driving the roller-brush device 9, and 
possibly a dirt-collecting container for accommodating the 
dirt including the dirty Water and/or used cleaning liquid 
permeated With particles of dirt. 

[0046] It is possible for the drive poWer or the cleaning 
agents or liquids to be accommodated in the hand-guided 
appliance or to be supplied, for example, by Way of con 
nection hoses or lines (not illustrated speci?cally) in order 
for as compact a cleaning appliance as possible to be 
provided. Instead of an integrated dirt-collecting container, 
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however, it is also possible to provide a suction-removal 
hose, With the result that a negative pressure for removing 
the particles of dirt by suction can be produced by an 
externally connected pump via the connected suction hose, 
by Way of a suction strip Which Will be discussed in more 
detail hereinbeloW. 

[0047] It can also be seen from FIG. 1 that the cleaning 
appliance, in side vieW, is of longitudinally elongate, or at 
least essentially longitudinally elongate, construction from 
the cleaning head 7 to the top handle 3. The appliance further 
comprises a supporting-foot device 13 With a supporting 
foot 13‘ via Which the shaft-like cleaning appliance is 
additionally supported on the ?oor 15. The supporting-foot 
device 13 here can be pivoted about a horiZontal axis 17 and 
can be adjusted, via an arresting device 19, to different angle 
positions in relation to the direction of the longitudinal 
extent of the cleaning appliance. 

[0048] The supporting-foot device 13, in addition, has at 
the bottom, in the exemplary embodiment shoWn, tWo lateral 
rollers 21 in order for it to be possible for the cleaning 
appliance to be displaced more easily in the mobile position. 

[0049] Provided in the region of the cleaning head, 
directly folloWing the roller-brush device 9, in the illustra 
tion according to FIGS. 1 and 2, is a suction strip 23, Which 
extends over the entire Width of the cleaning appliance, that 
is to say over the entire Width of the roller-brush device 9, 
in order for it to be possible for corresponding particles of 
dirt to be sucked up thereby. 

[0050] The slit-like outlet opening 23‘ serves, at the same 
time, as a slide 25. For this purpose, the outlet opening 23‘ 
is located on the cleaning head 7 at a height Which, in 
accordance With the illustration according to FIG. 2, 
ensures, and alloWs, that the bristles of the roller brushes 9‘, 
9“ can engage as far as the base 27 in the longitudinal 
grooves 29 betWeen the longitudinal ribs 33 extending as far 
as the top edge 31 of the moving stairWay or moving 
WalkWay. 

[0051] If required, it is possible as an alternative, or in 
addition, to provide a further supporting device 35 in order 
further to absorb and support the Weight of the cleaning 
appliance in the region of the roller-brush device. This 
additional supporting device may comprise, for example, 
slides 35 Which are arranged at least on the outer end sides 
alongside the roller brushes 9‘, and of Which the triangular 
shape can be seen in lateral illustration in FIG. 1. The Width 
of these slides 35 is dimensioned such that they cannot 
penetrate into corresponding longitudinal grooves 29 
betWeen tWo longitudinal ribs 33. 

[0052] Furthermore, it is also possible, if required, to 
provide a further, leading slide 37, for example in the form 
of a tubular body 37‘ of small dimensions, via Which the 
cleaning head further rests, and is supported, on the side 31 
of the longitudinal ribs 33 of the moving stairWay or moving 
WalkWay. 

[0053] It can also be seen With reference to FIG. 2 in 
particular that there is provided, in the exemplary embodi 
ment shoWn, a particular brush-strip arrangement 41 With 
tWo different brush strips 41‘ and 41“, this being arranged 
opposite to the roller-brush device 9 in relation to the suction 
strip 23. 
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[0054] The brush strips 41 and 41“, Which extend over the 
entire Width of the cleaning appliance, are equipped, for 
example, With bristles of different length. This ensures a 
sufficiently good sealing function to ensure a sufficient 
negative pressure betWeen the rotating roller brush 9 and the 
brush-strip device 41, in order thus for it to be possible for 
the sWirled-up dirt to be removed by suction via the suction 
strip 23. 

[0055] As is also shoWn hereinbeloW, the suction strip 23 
and/or the brush-strip device 41 are/is retained such that 
they/it can still be pivoted via a kinematic guiding and 
pivoting mechanism. 

[0056] Provided for this purpose, furthermore, is a pivot 
guide 42, via Which the suction strip (23) and the bristle-strip 
arrangement (41) is retained. It can be seen from the 
perspective illustration according to FIG. 5 that this pivot 
guide comprises a lateral-surface cutout of a cylinder guide 
42‘ and an inner end side 42“ Which is in the form of part of 
a circle and has the shaft 9a, bearing the corresponding roller 
brush 9‘, passing through it. In the case of the illustration 
according to FIG. 5, only the left-hand roller brush is 
depicted in the mounted state, the roller brush having been 
omitted on the right-hand side, With the result that the shaft 
stub 9a is visible. It is thus possible for the suction strip 23 
and the brush-strip arrangement 41 to be pivoted about the 
axis formed by the shaft stub 9a. 

[0057] It can also be seen from the illustration according 
to FIG. 5 that additionally arranged betWeen the tWo roller 
brushes 9‘, Which are seated axially one beside the other, is 
a further slide 36, Which, in the normal operating situation, 
rests on the top side 31 of the ribs on the top side of the 
moving stairWay or moving WalkWay. 

[0058] Finally, it can also be seen from FIG. 5 that, on its 
top side, the roller-brush device 9 is overlapped, and pro 
tected, by approximately semicylindrical coverings 44 
Which, at the same time, also constitutes the pivot guide 42. 

[0059] The rest of the (functional) operations are dis 
cussed hereinbeloW. 

[0060] For cleaning moving WalkWays, the appliance, in 
accordance With the illustration according to FIG. 1, can be 
moved onto the moving WalkWay, the appliance being 
moved sloWly over the moving WalkWay (for example With 
the latter at a standstill). In this case, the cleaning head rests 
on the one or more sliding devices and is advanced sloWly. 
On the trailing side, the appliance is supported via the 
supporting-foot device 13, by Way of the rollers 21 provided. 

[0061] If the appliance is also to be displaced from left to 
right, for example, on a particularly Wide moving WalkWay, 
then the entire appliance can be gripped by the handle 3 at 
the top and pressed doWnWard, this resulting in a rocking 
movement of the appliance as a Whole, With the cleaning 
head 7 being raised from the ?oor surface. It is possible here 
for the rocking movement to be executed until the trailing 
rollers 45 shoWn in FIG. 1, of Which the axis of rotation are 
oriented through 90° in relation to the actual running rollers 
21, rests on the ?oor. The appliance can thus easily be 
pushed back and forth in the transverse direction. 

[0062] During the cleaning operation, the roller-brush 
device 9 rotates in the counterclockwise direction, With the 
result that the particles of dirt in the longitudinal grooves 29 
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are conveyed in the direction of the suction strip 23. At the 
same time, particles of dirt are also moved forward by Way 
of the trailing brush strips and, simultaneously, the desired 
negative pressure is also maintained in order to optimiZe the 
suction-removal operation. If lateral sliding elements are 
provided adjacent to the end sides of the roller brushes 9‘, 9“, 
it is possible for these to extend rearWard to such an extent 
that the suction removal space in front of the suction strip 23 
also has an additional sealing function toWard the side. 

[0063] The operation for cleaning a moving stairWay is 
discussed hereinbeloW. 

[0064] Once the machine has been plugged to the mains 
voltage (if an integrated battery is not used) and the clean 
ing-supply means, for example a steam-supply means, has 
been plugged on and the Waste-air hose (Which is connected 
to the suction strip) has been connected, the cleaning appli 
ance is moved very easily from beneath onto the stationary 
moving stairWay, Where the ?rst step is dealt With. The roller 
brushes 9 are set doWn in the vicinity of the side Walls and 
sWitched on. The cleaning takes place by virtue of the unit 
being pulled back and forWard. By virtue of the appliance 
being tilted rearWard, the above-mentioned transverse roll 
ers 45 come into engagement again With the ?oor surface, 
With the result that the appliance, if required, can be dis 
placed from left to right in order to clean the moving 
stairWay step correspondingly over the entire Width. 

[0065] In order to ascend the next step of the stairWay, the 
cleaning appliance is pivoted about its supporting foot again 
by virtue of the handle 3 being gripped, and the shaft-like 
arrangement being pivoted doWnWard, until the cleaning 
head ends up located above the level of the next step of the 
moving stairWay, in order then for the entire appliance to be 
displaced forWard via its running roller 21 and for the 
cleaning head to be loWered onto the next ?oor surface of a 
moving-stairWay element. This moving-stairWay step is then 
cleaned. 

[0066] Thereafter, the adjacent, forWardly oriented end 
Wall 47 of the next moving-stairWay element up is cleaned, 
Which is possible for the ?rst time by the appliance accord 
ing to the invention. 

[0067] For this purpose, a pivoting lever 49 (FIG. 4) is 
actuated, once the treatment head 7 has been raised off from 
the ?oor surface again beforehand, a rocking movement 
being executed in the process. As a result, the entire cleaning 
head is rotated through 180° about a pivot axis bearing it, so 
that the brush strip and the suction strip, rather than being 
located any longer on the right, as in the lateral illustration 
according to FIG. 2, is located on the left, as is shoWn in 
FIGS. 6 to 7a. This is folloWed by the commencement of the 
cleaning operation right in the corner region betWeen the 
moving-stairWay step located therebeneath and the adjacent 
end Wall 47 of the next moving-stairWay step up, in Which 
case, With a pivoting movement being executed (pressure 
being exerted on the handle 3), there is the tilting movement 
about the supporting foot 13‘ and, in the process, the 
roller-brush device 9 brushes over the vertical end Wall 47 
of the higher moving-stairWay step, and the dirt located there 
is removed by suction via the suction strip 23. 

[0068] Once the cleaning operation has been completed, 
the cleaning head 7 is adjusted back again, through 180°, 
into its starting position, in order to clean the ?oor surface 
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of the next moving-stairWay step up. Once the cleaning head 
has been set doWn, the supporting foot is then raised upWard, 
With the result that the supporting foot can likewise be set 
doWn again on the next moving-stairWay step up, albeit one 
Which is alWays at a loWer level than the cleaning head. 

[0069] In this Way, it is possible for all the steps to be 
cleaned one after the other. The only limitation in this 
respect is created by the length of the connection cables, in 
particular of the poWer cables, and of the possibly provided 
feed lines for cleaning agents, in particular the abovemen 
tioned steam line around, for example, a connected suction 
line. 

[0070] In contrast to the exemplary embodiment shoWn, it 
is also possible to have an at least semiautomatic appliance 
in the case of Which the treatment head can be raised and 
loWered, for example, automatically. This also alloWs the 
treatment head, as has been explained, in the raised position 
to be turned through 180°, if required, and then loWered 
again. Such an embodiment as Well as the other examples 
are not restricted either to a hand-actuated appliance or to a 

moving stairWay or moving WalkWay cleaning appliance. 
All the design principles described can be used alone or 
together for any cleaning machines. 

1. Cleaning appliance, in particular for moving stairWays 
and moving WalkWays, having the folloWing features: 

With a cleaning head (7) With a rotating ?oor-treatment 
device (9), preferably in the form of one or tWo roller 
brushes (9; 9‘; 9“) seated axially one beside the other, 

preferably With at least one suction strip (23), Which is 
arranged adjacent to the ?oor-treatment device (9), and 
preferably a shielding device, Which is also located 
adjacent thereto and extends at least part of the Way to 
the ?oor surface, 

With a supporting-foot device Which is offset in relation to 
the cleaning head (7), 

With a gripping, guiding, steering and/or controlling 
device (3), Which ends up located above the support 
(16, 17) of the supporting-foot device (13), 

characteriZed by the folloWing further features: 

the supporting-foot device (13) has further rollers (45), 
Which are oriented With their running surface in the 
direction transverse to the cleaning appliance and are 
arranged such that the cleaning appliance can be dis 
placed in the transverse direction. 

2. Cleaning appliance according to claim 1, characteriZed 
in that, by virtue of compressive forces being introduced into 
the gripping, guiding, steering and/or controlling device (3), 
the cleaning appliance can be tilted about the supporting 
foot device (13) resting on the ?oor, such that the cleaning 
head (7) can be raised and loWered. 

3. Cleaning appliance according to claim 1 or 2, charac 
teriZed in that the supporting-foot device (13) is provided, at 
the bottom, With a roller or sliding device (21), preferably 
With rollers (21). 

4. Cleaning appliance according to one of claims 1 to 3, 
characteriZed in that sliding and/or rolling devices are pro 
vided in the region of the cleaning head 

5. Cleaning appliance according to claim 4, characteriZed 
in that the sliding and/or rolling devices provided in the 
region of the cleaning head (7) are arranged such that the 
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bristles of the rotating brush device (9) project suf?ciently 
downward beyond the sliding or rolling surfaces. 

6. Cleaning appliance according to claim 4 or 5, charac 
teriZed in that the rolling and/or sliding devices (25, 35, 37) 
in the region of the cleaning head (7) are arranged, in 
relation to the position and length of the rotating roller-brush 
device (9), such that the free ends of the rotating roller-brush 
device (9) extend as far as the base (27) of the longitudinal 
grooves (29) of a rnoving-stairWay or rnoving-WalkWay 
element (31). 

7. Cleaning appliance according to one of claims 1 to 6, 
characteriZed in that provided in the region of the cleaning 
head (7) is a leading sliding device (37, 37‘; 36) Which 
extends, at least in part, in the Width direction of the cleaning 
appliance and has the rotating roller-brush device (9) pro 
jecting beyond it in the direction of the ?oor surface. 

8. Cleaning appliance according to one of claims 1 to 7, 
characteriZed in that provided on the mutually opposite outer 
end sides of the roller-brush device (9) are lateral sliding 
devices (35) Which have the rotating roller-brush device (9) 
projecting beyond them in the direction of the ?oor surface. 

9. Cleaning appliance according to one of claims 1 to 8, 
characteriZed in that the suction strip (23) has an outlet 
opening (23‘) Which is con?gured as a sliding device. 

10. Cleaning appliance according to one of claims 1 to 9, 
characteriZed in that the outlet opening (23‘) of the suction 
strip (23) terminates at such a vertical position relative to the 
cleaning head (7) that the bristles of the rolling-brush device 
(9) project beyond the suction strip (23) to a suf?cient extent 
in the direction of the ?oor surface. 

11. Cleaning appliance, in particular for moving stairWays 
and moving Walkways, having the folloWing features: 

With a cleaning head (7) With a rotating ?oor-treatrnent 
device (9), preferably in the form of one or tWo roller 
brushes (9; 9‘; 9“) seated axially one beside the other, 

preferably With at least one suction strip (23), Which is 
arranged adjacent to the ?oor-treatrnent device (9), and 
preferably a shielding device, Which is also located 
adjacent thereto and extends at least part of the Way to 
the ?oor surface, 

in particular according to one of claims 1 to 10, charac 
teriZed in that provided parallel to the suction strip (23), 
located opposite to the rotating roller-brush device (9), 
is a brush-strip device (41) Which is in the manner of a 
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sealing strip and projects beyond the outlet opening 
(23) of the suction strip (23) in the direction of the ?oor 
surface. 

12. Cleaning appliance according to claim 11, character 
iZed in that the brush-strip device (41) has bristles Which are 
of such a length that they extend as far as the groove base 
(27) of a rnoving-stairWay or rnoving-WalkWay elernent 
provided With longitudinal ribs (29). 

13. Cleaning appliance according to claim 11 or 12, 
characteriZed in that the brush-strip device (41) comprises at 
least tWo offset brush-strip arrangements (41‘, 41“), Which 
are oriented differently and/or are of different length dimen 
sions. 

14. Cleaning appliance, in particular for moving stairWays 
and moving Walkways, With a cleaning head (7) With a 
rotating ?oor-treatrnent device (9), preferably in the form of 
one or tWo roller brushes (9; 9‘; 9“) seated axially one beside 
the other, and preferably With at least one suction strip (23), 
Which is arranged adjacent to the ?oor-treatrnent device (9), 
and preferably a shielding device, Which is also located 
adjacent thereto and extends at least part of the Way to the 
?oor surface, it being possible for the cleaning head (7) to 
be rotated through 180°, in particular according to one of 
claims 1 to 13, characteriZed in that the orientation and 
relative positioning of the suction strip (23) and/or of the 
brush-strip device (41) can be automatically adjusted, in 
particular pivoted, to folloW the pro?le of the cleaning 
surface, in particular of the end-Wall side (47) of a moving 
stairWay element which is to be cleaned. 

15. Cleaning appliance according to one of claims 1 to 14, 
characteriZed in that the cleaning head (7) has at least two 
treatment positions, namely a ?rst functional position, in 
Which the suction strip (73) and the brush-strip device (41) 
end up folloWing the rotating roller-brush device (9), and a 
second functional position, in Which the suction strip (23) 
and the brush-strip device (41), Which still precedes the 
suction strip, end up preceding the rotating roller-brush 
device 

16. Cleaning appliance according to one of claims 1 to 16, 
characteriZed in that there is provided a pivot guide (42) via 
Which the suction strip (23) and/or the brush-strip device 
(41) can be pivoted about an axis Which preferably coincides 
With the drive axis of the roller-brush device 

* * * * * 


